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2½ mm. w.g� This only pushed the ignition back on the 

L.H. - side of the grate, the R,H, - side remained-�laok

At 9.30 a.m. the coal ·gate was lifted and burning fuel was

removed manually from the L.H. - side of the grate and

pushed on to the R.Hj�side� The stoker was stop�ed and

the amount ·of primary air decreased to prevent the fire

bed from being cooled down. The positive press.ure above

the bed was kept at 2½ mm. w,g.

All efforts to revive the fire failed and at 11-20 a.m,. 

it was decided to stop the test. 

As all previous trials indicated that this fuel could 

not be burnt -0n our chain grate stoker it was decided to 

carry on with a few more trials on a mixture of "char" and 

coal from Koornfontein Colliery. 

6th TRIAL: 

The boiler was.again started at 8.,30 a.m. on a 4¼" fuel 

bed and a mixture of 80% char and 20% Koornfontein coal. 

At 10.30 a.m. the CO
2 

content of the flue gases was

6.2% and the fire box temperature 400°0. The stoker speed 

was then 13. 6 ft/hr ,. A positive pressure of 1mm. w,.g. was 

maintained above the bed; 

As the fire again ran away on the R .. H. - side of the 

grate it was decided to stop the test and to inspect the 

primary air damper. This damper appeared to be of a bad 

design so that the amount of air admitted to the R.H. -

side.of the grate·w�� very much greater than the amount ad

mitted to the L.H,-side, so that the R,H. side of the fu�l 

bed was blown cold and proper ignition was ·prevented-. 

The damper was modified and a draught gauge was installed 

so that it wouid be possible to set the damper.in such 

a position that both sides of the grate received equal 

amounts of air. 

7th TRIAL: 

Boiler started at 8,30 a.m. on a 4½" bed and a-mix

ture of 80% char and 20%.Koornfontein coal. 

At 9.56 a�m, the stoker speed was on 11.0 ft/�# and 

a positive pressure of 1mm. w "' g. was maintained above the 

bed. 

At 10s20 ��m. the stoker �peed was increased to 

13.6 ft/hr. The qo
2 

content of the flue gases was 5,3%

and the fire box temperature was 430°0_ 

At 10.24 a.m./ ••• 






